
Welcome Comment 

Good morning Language Class. Here are your activities for today. 

Don’t forget to keep in touch and email me photos or videos of your activities. I love to 

see them. If you have any problems or questions please email me on the MLU address 

and I will respond to you as soon as I can.  

English Task   Please practise your phonics daily with Read Write Inc reading and 

spelling sessions on You Tube. You should be practising your set 3 sounds. Please try 

reading for 10-20 minutes each day. Have you learnt the next 5 spellings on your list? 

We are continuing to focus on handwriting and practising letter formation of both lower 

and upper case letters. Today I would like you to practise more of the ‘c’ based letters i.e.  

‘g, e, s, f’ using the worksheets attached yesterday. Remember to start each letter at the 

top and don’t take your pencil off until you have completed that letter. Try both the 

upper case (capital letter) and the lower case letter for these sounds. Pupils needing 

support with dyslexia, please use the specific handwriting sheets attached yesterday (you 

start forming letters at a different place as cursive handwriting is recommended). Do you 

know both the name and the sound these letters make? Say the letter name and sound 

as you write it. Now try writing a sentence(s) (maybe using your new spelling words) focus 

on forming each of the ‘c’ based letters correctly. 

 

Foundation Subject Task Today I would like you to have a go at a new RSA Academy 

Haiku competition. Your challenge is to write a Haiku about ‘Our World’. You can decide 

on what that means to you.  A Haiku is an ancient form of poetry that originated in 

Japan. It has a simple structure based on the number of syllables in each line. They are 

usually written about nature and are never given a title. I have attached a powerpoint to 

help you write your entry. Once complete, send them to year6@suttonpark.worcs.sch.uk 

and Mr Salisbury will enter them into the competition to possibly win a £10 voucher! Here is 

an example below: 
Leaves shake in the wind 

whispering, wandering, wild 

until the silence. 

 

  

 
Any Further Guidance  

Try and keep active every day! Keep on practising your speech games from Miss 

Chatterton and let me know how you are getting on. Well Done!  

Mrs Harris. 
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Maths Task   

 Today Y2’s/ Y4’s please start by practising your timestables on www.ttrockstars.com . 

YR’s/ Y1’s please practise writing your numbers correctly. Start 0-50 and then try 0-100. 

Please all watch the following videoclip ‘Capacity and Volume’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8B6a9O2rZ88 . Then can you please find at least 5 

containers and measure their capacities using a cup. Remember to measure carefully. 

Which container has the largest capacity? Which has the smallest capacity? Can you 

draw the objects in order from the largest capacity to the smallest capacity and record 

how many cups each container holds?  (e.g. smallest capacity = eggcup (1/2 cup) 
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